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This latest mobile A4 scanner is ideal for scanning and 
processing documents on the move or in compact, busy office 
environments. 

The DS-80W is easy to use, set up and transport with its space-saving design, 
and can be used without a power source, making it even easier to stay highly 
organised. It detects whether it’s in wireless or USB mode - no intervention 
required. Included OCR and document capture software creates editable text 
and searchable PDFs while TWAIN drivers enable seamless integration to third 
party applications.

Scan anywhere
The DS-80W has built-in Wi-Fi and battery with an LCD Panel, providing true 
mobility to scan anywhere at speeds of just 4 seconds per page. When fully 
charged, scan up to 300 pages without the need for a power source. This 
makes it ideal for mobile workers who need to scan on the move or in areas with 
limited space.
Highly organised
Software provided with the DS models includes Document Capture Pro 2 and 
Epson Scan 2.0, and TWAIN driver support, making it easier to scan, save and 
share information around the business. Advanced features for naming, 
separating and routing documents makes scanning easy – and logical. Users 
can save and send files in common formats like PDF, JPEG, TIFF and many 
more. Continuous scanning with automatic feed mode speeds up scanning 
process, while the CIS sensor delivers instant scanning with no warm up time. 
The new LCD panel makes it easy to define job tasks when working remotely.
Flexible
The ability to scan a wide range of document and media types makes this model 
a reliable asset. It handles paper from 35gsm to 270gsm, and long paper up to 
1.8 metres.

KEY FEATURES

Scan anywhere
Small, lightweight design
USB cable or integrated battery power
Scan up to 300 pages between battery 
charges
Fast scanning speeds
At up to four seconds per page (8.5ppm)
Simplify your workload
Continuous scanning with automatic 
feed mode
Includes a range of software
Document Capture Pro 2, Epson Scan 
2.0 and TWAIN driver support



OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Maintenance Sheet

B12B819481

Carrier Sheet

B12B819451

LOGISTICS INFORMATION

SKU B11B253402

EAN code 8715946662848

Dimensions Single Carton 360 x 350 x 320 mm

Carton Weight 0 Kg

Layer 60 Units

WorkForce DS-80W

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

USB cable
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